INTRODUCTION
Suppose R is a (commutative) domain with quotient field K . A well-known result of F. Richman [12, Theorem 4] asserts that R is a PrUfer domain if and only if each averring of R (i.e., each R-subalgebra of K) is R-flat. As a consequence, it is easy to see that R is a PrUfer domain if and only if each domain T containing R as a subring induces a flat extension, T [X] over R [X] , of polynomial rings. In fact, there is an ideal-theoretic variant in terms of the LCM-stability concept. (As in [8] , [9] , we say an A-module M is LCM-stable if aM n bM = (aR n bR)M for all a, bE R . ) Namely, R is PrUfer if and only if T [X] is LCM-stable over R [X] for each domain T containing R as a subring. Our main interest here is to study the analogous property for power series rings. In other words, we seek to characterize domains R such that T[ [X] ] is LCM-stable over R[ [X] ] for each domain T containing R as a subring. Our main result, Theorem 3. 11, is that these R are precisely the Dedekind domains.
It is interesting to record additional motivation for the above problem.
Since flatness implies LCM-stability and flatness is a universal property, a flat extension R c T of domains entails LCM-stability of R [X] c T [X] . It is natural to ask whether LCM-stablity of R c T also entails LCM-stability of R [X] c T [X] .
Several papers ( [13] , [15] , [16] ) have recently culminated in an affirmative answer [15, Corollary 3.7] in case R is a GCD-domain; later work gave an affirmative answer in case R is a Krull domain [16, Theorem 11 ] . These results naturally lead one to ask when LCM-stability of R c T entails LCM -stability of R[ [X] ] c T[ [X] ] . The easiest case arises when all such T are LCM-stable over R ; and, by the remarks of the first paragraph, this happens precisely for PnJfer domains R . To a large extent, the details of Chapter 3 amount to determining that the Dedekind domains are precisely the (PrUfer) domains with the property R[ [X] ] c T[ [X] ] is LCM -stable for each T containing R as a subring.
Theorem 3.5 establishes that if R is a Dedekind domain, then T[[X]] is
LCM -stable over R[ [X] ] for each domain T containing R as a subring. With respect to the converse, namely determining which domains R satisfy T[ [X] ] is LCM-stable over R[ [X] ] for all domains T containing R as a subring, Corollary 3.2 reduces the study to a class of PrUfer domains. By considering the nonArchimedean domains (in the sense of [14] ) , we reduce the problem to studying one -dimensional PrUfer domains in Corollary 3. answer is essayed by means of a globalization result and appeals to work on almost Dedekind domains (in the sense of [9] ) due to J.T. Arnold [2] , [4] , and to J.T. Arnold and J. Brewer [3] . We remark that if R is a PrOfer domain and T is a domain containing R as a subring, then T is R-flat; in particular, T is 2 -flat over R . D. E. Dobbs, in [8, Theorem 3.3] , shows 2 -flatness is equivalent to LCM-stability (for an extension of domains) . Thus, if T is a domain containing a PrOfer domain R as a subring, then T is LCM -stable over R .
A domain R is regular if R is Noetherian and for each maximal ideal M of R, the height of M is equal to dim R I M (MR M IM 2 R M ). A domain R is an SFT -ring if, for each ideal I of R , there is a finitely generated ideal J of R such that J c I and there exists an integer k � 1 such that i k E J for each i E I.
We now list the results we refer to in roughly the order in which they are cited. elements of E and a family (a ji ) U E J , i E I) of elements of A such that L a ji b i = 0 for all j E J and e i = .
L X j a ji for all i E I . 
] is a valuation ring ; (b) M is a flat A -module.
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CHAPTER 3 MAIN RESULTS
Our goal is to classify those domains R which have the property that
] is LCM -stable for all domains T containing R as a subring.
We begin by showing in Proposition 3.2 that any such domain R must be a PrOfer domain. We first require a lemma.
Proof . Let a, b e R and let y e a s n bS . Then aS n bS c aS[
' ' f i o e aR n bR . Thus y e (aR n bR)S , and so R c S is LCM -stable .
• Finally, we may assume that neither f nor g is a unit of R. To see this, note that if f, for example, is a unit of R , then fR = R and fS = S whence fS n gS = gS = (gR)S = (fR n gR)S .
This last assumption shows (f, g) c (P, X) (P, X) , the maximal ideal of R.
Since R is a UFO , the height 1 prime ideals of R are principal. Then, g.c.d.(f, g)= 1 and dim R = 2 show that (P, X) (P, X) is the only prime ideal of R containing (f, g) . Therefore rad(f, g)= (P, X) (P, X) . Hence, there exist r 1 , r 2 E R and an integer n 2:: 1 such that x n = r 1 f + r 2 g .
Consider y E fS n gS . There exist a, p E S such that y = fa = gp .
Multiplying both sides of the displayed equation by a yields x n a = r 1 (fa) + r 2 ga = r 1 (gp) + r 2 ga = g(r 1 p + r 2 a) . Now X is prime in S and 9 0 -:t= 0 . Therefore, 8 = (r 1 p + r 2 a)x -n E S. Then a= g8 and y =fa= fg 8 E (fR n gR)S , so that fS n gS = (f R n gR)S . Proof. Since R is nonArchimedean, there is a nonzero nonunit d e R oo oo oo n such that n (d n ) ;r: 0. Choose 0 ;r: a e n (d n R) . Set f =a + :E ad -2 x n . n= 1 n= 1 n=1
n By the choice of a , we have ad-2 e R for each n ;;:: 1 . Thus, f e R[ [X] ] . oo n Also, f a -1 = 1 + :E d-2 x n e T[ [X] ] . In fact, since its constant term is a unit of n=1
T, f a-1 is a unit of T[[X]] , and so a= f(f a -1 )-1 e f T[[X]] . Therefore, a e f T[[X]] n a T[[X]] . We shall show that a � (f R[[XJ] n aR[[X]]) T[[X]] .
First, we claim that if a and f are as above, and r, s e R[ [X] ] are such 00 that rf =sa , then roe n (d n R) . To see this, observe first that equating n=1
coefficients of x n on each side of rf =sa gives: n (n -1) ad-2 ro + ad-2 r 1 + ... + ad -2 r n -1 + a r n = as n .
Next, multiplying both sides of this equation by d 2 n -1 leads to:
Thus, dividing by a yields:
This holds for all n � 1 . Hence ro E n (d n R) , as claimed. n=1
Now suppose, contrary to what we wish to show, that ErQQf . There exists a chain of prime ideals 0 c P c M in R . Pick "* "* c E M\P . Since R is a PrOfer domain, R M is a valuation domain. Therefore 00 P c c R M . Hence P c n (e n R M ) . In particular, we may choose
By the choice of a, ac -n E R M for each n . So, for each n ;?: 1 , there n exist r n E R and s n E R\M such that ac -2 = r n s -1 . Put oo n n oo n f =a+ L r n x n E R[ [X] ] . Now r n = as n c -2 , so that f =a + L as n c -2 x n n=1 n=1 we have (fR It should be noted that the "PrOfer" hypothesis in (3.7) can be weakened to "locally divided" (in the sense of D.E. Dobbs [6] ) . The present formulation was chosen in order to clarify the route to our main goal, Theorem 3. 11.
Corollary 3.7 shows that we need only consider those PrOfer domains R such that dim R � 1 . We first consider the local case.
Theorem 3.8 . Let (V, M) be a rank one nondiscrete valuation domain.
Then there exists a domain D containing V as a subring such that
ErQQf . Since V is rank one nondiscrete, there is a (surjective) valuation v: q.f.(V) --1 G where G is a dense subgroup of (the additive group of) IR . By 00 density, we can inductively construct a sequence {E j } j=1 c G such that _ lim E j = 0, E j > E j + 1 > 0 for all j � 1 , and E j -E j + 1 > E j + 1 -E j + 2 for all j.
J --1 oo (Perhaps the easiest way to do this is to insure that 0 < E j + 1 < 2 -1 E j ) . For each 00 j � 1 , choose t j E V such that v(t j ) = E j . 
. We shall show that this contradicts the claim that was established above. Hence,
The local case that was considered in Theorem 3.8 may now be used to eliminate any one-dimensional PrOfer domain which is not almost Dedekind. We fix a prime M such that R M is a nondiscrete valuation domain.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we may choose t j E R M such that v(t j ) = E j for all j ;::: 1 , where the sequence {E j }; 1 is as in the earlier proof. required properties.
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